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Variations Pathetiques  
1. Declamando  
Ida Gotkovsky  
(b. 1933)

Landon Riggins, alto saxophone  
Maeve Brophy, piano

Tableaux De Provence  
1. Farandole des jeunes filles  
Paule Maurice  
(1910-1967)

Mateo Navarro, alto saxophone  
Maeve Brophy, piano

What Do I Do?  
-World Premiere-  
Evan Erickson  
(b. 2003)

Becca Tank, alto saxophone  
Maeve Brophy, piano

Caprice En Forme De Valse  
Paul Bonneau  
(1918-1995)

Paris McCann, alto saxophone

Sonata For Alto Saxophone  
Jeanine Rueff  
(1922-1999)

Matthew Meyers, alto saxophone

Above  
Matthew Levy  
(b. 1963)

Caleb Allen, soprano saxophone  
Joanie Dyer, alto saxophone  
Landon Riggins, tenor saxophone  
Alex Upton, baritone saxophone

Starmaker  
Roy Hargrove  
(1969-2018)

Quarantine Queens  
Rahsaan Barber  
(b. 1980)

Alex Upton, alto saxophone  
Kenny Reed, alto saxophone  
Becca Tank, alto saxophone/voice  
Aidan Mills, guitar  
Logan Clarke, bass  
Reggie Owens, drums